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Abstract
This study explores the patterns of online reviews of vacation homes from a community-based travel advisory website with a goal of understanding the biases inherent in online word of mouth (WOM) related to tourism and hospitality services. An analysis of nearly 3,200 reviews from “Reviewsite.com,” (a pseudonym) which posts reviews of vacation rental properties across the USA, finds an overwhelming preponderance of favorable reviews. More to the point, relatively few "moderate" reviews are posted, and the second-highest category is extremely negative comments. Using semantic processing techniques on the aggregate review text, the study identifies the nuanced opinions and concerns of the travelers who write reviews. Negative reviews tend to be lengthy and argumentative, often detailing disappointment over expectations not met. Positive reviews, on the other hand, tend to be relatively brief and confirm the overall rating. Consumers who wrote “high” reviews placed greater importance on value for money, cleanliness, and comfort than did those who wrote negative reviews. Those who wrote “low” reviews placed their emphasis on the service provided by the property staff and management. Negative reviews were more likely to involve a higher price accommodation. This analysis indicates that the overall numerical ratings typically used in review systems may not be the ideal indicator of perceived service quality. The results suggest that review sites should develop better methods to aggregate, synthesize, and publish the review contents, particularly the numerical ratings. This and other review sites show the average of all the point-scale ratings, but such simple means do not take into account the biases that are inherent in the rating systems. Instead, the sites should provide more information and heuristics to help the consumers navigate through the clutter and get the information they desire.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study explores the patterns of online reviews of vacation homes from a community-based travel advisory website with a goal of understanding the biases inherent in online word of mouth (WOM) related to tourism and hospitality services. An analysis of nearly 3,200 reviews from “Reviewsite.com,” (a pseudonym) which posts reviews of vacation rental properties across the USA, finds an overwhelming preponderance of favorable reviews. More to the point, relatively few “moderate” reviews are posted, and the second-highest category is extremely negative comments. Using semantic processing techniques on the aggregate review text, the study identifies the nuanced opinions and concerns of the travelers who write reviews. Negative reviews tend to be lengthy and argumentative, often detailing disappointment over expectations not met. Positive reviews, on the other hand, tend to be relatively brief and confirm the overall rating. Consumers who wrote “high” reviews placed greater importance on value for money, cleanliness, and comfort than did those who wrote negative reviews. Those who wrote “low” reviews placed their emphasis on the service provided by the property staff and management. Negative reviews were more likely to involve a higher price accommodation. This analysis indicates that the overall numerical ratings typically used in review systems may not be the ideal indicator of perceived service quality. The results suggest that review sites should develop better methods to aggregate, synthesize, and publish the review contents, particularly the numerical ratings. This and other review sites show the average of all the point-scale ratings, but such simple means do not take into account the biases that are inherent in the rating systems. Instead, the sites should provide more information and heuristics to help the consumers navigate through the clutter and get the information they desire.
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Given that consumers are increasingly relying on search engines to acquire information about hotels, restaurants, and travel purveyors (among many other services), consumer-generated online reviews will inevitably change the structure and accessibility of information, along with consumers’ perceptions of various services. The popularity of online reviews has led to a proliferation of online review sites, including popular sites such as Hotels.com, Tripadvisor.com, and Yelp.com. A recent study by Forrester Inc. found that more than 80 percent of web shoppers read and consider other consumers’ reviews.1 Similarly, Compete Inc. found that nearly 50 percent of purchasers visited a message board, forum, or online community for information connected with their online travel purchasing, and one in three of these buyers said that consumer reviews helped with their purchase decision.2 Almost half of these consumers said that consumers’ opinions actually caused them to change their mind about what they purchased. Moreover, among those buyers, 25 percent said they also posted a review on a consumer review site after making their purchase.

However, the existing understanding of online tourism-related reviews is relatively weak, even though we know that word of mouth (WOM) is more important and influential within a services context than in product marketing scenarios. Recently, some studies have explored tourism- and hospitality-related online WOM. Yet, research has so far overlooked certain interesting aspects of online reviews, as follows:

Online reviews typically use “overall star ratings” as primary indicators of perceived service quality—ratings that are not related in any way to the formal star designations awarded by Forbes or Michelin. Consumers’ mean star ratings are typically aggregated from the ratings given by individual consumers in each review. What we don’t know is how consumers determine the stars they assign to a service when they post a review on a website. That is, do star ratings accurately reflect consumers’ sentiments regarding various attributes of service providers? This is a vital issue given the experiential and intangible nature of travel services, and the fact that consumers use the overall rating as an important heuristic while narrowing down choices.

Further, studies have overlooked the relationship between the reviews and various attributes of services and service providers. Since online reviews are a form of WOM, variables such as consumer involvement, pricing, and length of stay may have an impact on the final rating and posting of the review provided by consumers. It is important to uncover these relationships to better understand the dynamics of online reviews.

Few studies have analyzed the qualitative aspect of online reviews. Online reviews are essentially open-ended, text-based, consumer-to-consumer (c2c) communications. The text content may contain nuanced views of the services and service providers (from the review writers’ point of view) that cannot be expressed using crude numerical ratings. Hence there is a need to analyze the text portion of the reviews and identify the issues that consumers are mostly concerned with when writing and posting online related reviews.

We address the above points in this study. The following questions guided us:

1. Do overall ratings reflect the perceived quality of the service providers (as derived from the consumers’ expressed sentiment in the reviews). What are the underlying patterns of the overall ratings in online reviews?
2. What are the linkages among the various attributes of the service providers and customer reviews?, and
3. What are the issues that consumers mostly talk about in the text portion of online reviews? Do these issues differ from the ratings that the consumers have provided via the standard variables provided by the review sites?

Research Setting and Data Collection
This study is based on reviews collected from “Reviewsite.com,” as we have called the community-driven travel site that we analyzed. The site provides reviews of verified rental properties and organizes the reputation of vacation properties. The property listing within the site is based not on the revenue sharing model that is generally practiced by other review sites but on the reputation, trust, and feedback from customers who have stayed at the vacation rental properties. Reviewsite.com is a free service that operates on service provider fees and advertising revenues. Unlike some travel review sites, the firm’s review solicitation strategy is to send personalized invitations only to those customers whose stay has been verified by the property management. The site’s management believes that this strategy, to a large extent, eliminates fake reviews.

The firm provided us with 3,300 reviews for analysis. After initial data clean up, about 100 reviews with incomplete or unusable information were eliminated and 3,197 reviews were used for the analysis. The reviews contained the following attributes:

- The overall rating assigned to the service provider based on the aggregation of the ratings assigned by individual reviewers;
- Consumers’ ratings on the following six attributes: value, cleanliness, comfort, service, location, and check-in;
- The review text (Semantic processing techniques were applied on the aggregate review text to identify the nuanced opinions and concerns of the travelers who wrote reviews.);

---
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Age range of the reviewer on an 1-4 ordinal scale (25-34, 35-44, 45-54, and 55 and above);

Average price per day; and

Word count (used in the quantitative analysis).

Preliminary Hypotheses and Results

The age groups of the review writers are shown in Exhibit 1. A large percentage of the customers who reviewed the properties fall under 44 years of age. This is consistent with previous studies in this realm which show that generation X and Generation Y are more active in the WOM forums.

Review Rating Distribution

Websites that host online reviews give consumers the option to assign a rating to the service providers, typically on a scale of 1 to 5 or 1 to 7. Many sites aggregate these numerical or star ratings to determine an overall (mean) star rating. We see this overall rating as an important element in online WOM since consumers often use this rating to narrow down their consideration set. Studies that have used the rating as the primary predictor of the service providers’ perceived quality or customer satisfaction to determine the impact of online reviews on product sales have arrived at mixed findings.5 However, these studies are based on the fundamental assumption that the numerical ratings assigned to service providers are an accurate estimate of the quality perceived by the customer. This practice follows the basic assumption of behavioral theorists that any data set with a large number of consumer responses tends to follow a normal (Gaussian) distribution. Recent studies have questioned this assumption. For instance, Dellarocas and Narayan’s study on movie reviews in Yahoo.com found that only the extremely satisfied and extremely dissatisfied customers are likely to publicly express their opinions as compared to customers with moderate opinions.6 Similarly, studies using data from TripAdvisor.com and Amazon.com found that the star ratings exhibit a truncated distribution in which the majority of reviews are positive.7

To test this assumption, we ran a simple frequency chart, as shown in Exhibit 2. In keeping with other studies, the distribution is heavily skewed towards the positive ratings: 1-point reviews: 32 (1%); 2-point reviews: 95(3%); 3-point reviews: 458 (14%); 4-point reviews: 688 (22%); and 5-point reviews: 1,912 (60%). To test for the robustness of this distribution, we applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality. The results confirm the non-normal distribution of the star ratings and the heavy skew towards positive reviews.

Three explanations are possible for such a distribution:


1. A majority of the properties that are listed on the website have outstanding perceived quality and provide satisfactory services to customers. While this is theoretically possible, it seems unlikely when applied to all the properties listed on the website.\(^8\)

2. The reviews do not constitute a truly representative sample of consumer opinion. Based on other studies, this explanation seems plausible. Consumers with moderate views may see little incentive to report their views in an online forum, and as a consequence, only those consumers who have polarized views are likely to post their comments.

3. The distribution could also be an artifact of the firm’s review soliciting strategy. Recent studies support this idea by suggesting that customers engage in socially desirable behavior even in impersonal interactions with the service providers.\(^9\) In this case, it may be that they will provide a reasonably positive review even if the experience has not been up to the mark.

---

**Star Ratings and Perceived Service Quality**

Let’s return to the first question we asked at the outset: Are star ratings a true representation of service providers’ perceived quality as reflected by the consumers’ stated sentiments? This becomes an important question for two reasons: (a) ratings are the primary evidence that consumers consider while shopping online for information, and (b) the truncated nature of rating distributions means that the reviews available may not truly represent consumer opinion or the service providers’ perceived quality. If only those with extreme views post reviews, then consumers should always look for service providers that have a 5-star rating. On the contrary, if the reviews accurately reflect all consumers’ views, then consumers are better off searching for reviews with a 3 rating since these tend to be more balanced and enable better product analysis. Recently, Hu et al. used data from Amazon.com show that numerical scores do not reflect books’ true perceived quality.\(^10\) As they suggest, “…rather, the score reflects the balance of diverse opinions. In other words, when a book’s overall score is around 3, it does not suggest that consumers generally agree that this is an average book. It rather suggests that roughly equal number of consumers think that the book is either an outstanding book or an abysmal book.”

To test this assertion, we applied a regression equation with six property attributes (i.e., value for money, check-in, location, cleanliness, comfort, and service) as independent variables and star rating as the dependent variable. This analysis is based on the assumption that for a given property, if star ratings truly represent the perceived quality of the properties (as well as the consumers’ sentiment), then the star ratings and ratings of the six other property attributes

---


will show a high correlation. For the analysis, we took into consideration the fact most reviews are positive (i.e., 4- and 5-point ratings). Therefore, we divided the reviews into two categories, high reviews (star rating above 3; \( n = 2,597 \)) and low reviews (ratings below or equal to 3; \( n = 600 \)), and ran separate regression analyses on these two groups, as shown in Exhibit 3.

An interesting finding is the weak relationship between the attribute ratings and overall star rating for each property. The R-square of the regression equation with all six variables and the overall star ratings is less than 40 percent. That is, even if the consumers provided higher ratings on individual attributes, their overall rating was usually low, and the reverse was also true. This trend is observed in both the high and low review groups. The analysis suggests that in high reviews, consumers placed greater importance on value for money, cleanliness, and comfort. The higher the ratings of a consumer on these attributes, the higher is the likelihood that the consumer will provide a higher star rating. Check-in, location, and service did not prominently figure in their overall evaluations of the properties even though these attributes were rated high.

The low reviews show similar results in the sense that the lower a consumer rates value, cleanliness, and comfort, the lower the likelihood of a positive rating. In addition, in the case of low reviews, consumers placed emphasis on the service provided by the property staff and management.

The above result is illustrated in one of the “high” reviews shown in Exhibit 4. The reviewer gave low to moderate ratings on all the attributes but was still willing to provide a high overall star rating to the property. This example suggests that consumers place significant emphasis on the overall experiential value provided by the properties. This expectation of value is many times intangible and does not necessarily depend on the functioning or rating of the individual features of the property.

### Relationship between Ratings and Review Attributes

To understand consumers’ word-of-mouth behavior, it is important to consider various factors, such as perceived expectations of costs and benefits, importance of the purchase (involvement), personal characteristics, and situational influences. We consider two factors that are known to affect the intensity and valence (positive or negative) of word of mouth: price and word count.

**Price.** Price is an important factor that contributes to pre-purchase expectations. The intensity of expectations (and their fulfillment), partly driven by price, is directly proportional to consumers’ satisfaction levels and WOM propensity. This may be the reason that the tendency to complain is directly related to the cost of the service.\(^{11}\) The more expensive an item, the greater will be the perceived losses and the greater likelihood that dissatisfaction will result in a complaint. Similarly, the likelihood of word-of-mouth being triggered by the level of expectation–disconfirmation increases

---

with the cost of the product. Given the greater perceived risk in services, customers would seek more trustworthy service providers with a good reputation of satisfying customer needs. This in turn increases the expectations and leads to more extreme reactions from the consumers. Hence, one can speculate that the higher the prices, higher will be the average negative or positive ratings for a service.

**Word count.** The number of words in a review may serve as a proxy for the amount of information in the reviews. However, the evidence on this aspect of WOM of all types is equivocal. For instance, consumers generally engage in positive WOM to avoid feelings of guilt and association with bad news and to reduce cognitive dissonance. On the other hand, a customer who is highly disappointed will provide a persuasive argument to make sure that other customers are dissuaded from renting the same property. Research on conventional word of mouth has offered ample evidence to suggest that dissatisfied customers engage in two to three times as much WOM as satisfied customers. We believe that this logic extends to online reviews, despite the fact that existing studies are equivocal at best. Therefore, it can be assumed that reviews with either extremely positive or extremely negative ratings will have greater word count as opposed to more moderate reviews.

To test these assumptions, we applied ANOVA with price and word count as dependent variables and the review rating as factors. As illustrated in Exhibits 5 and 6, the results show that price and word count show a significant negative correlation with star rating. That is, reviews with lower ratings are typically associated with greater word count and represent properties that charge high rates.

The result on the word count suggests that consumers who are unhappy with a rental property tend to write more to express their dissatisfaction. As shown in this exhibit, lower ratings are associated with higher number of words in the reviews and vice versa. Similarly, property price seems to be strongly associated with negative word of mouth, supporting the principle that higher cost increases the consumers’ involvement in the purchase.

---


the reviewers. These can be classified as: (a) attributes or features of the property that figure prominently and contribute to the positive or negative ratings (e.g., rooms, bed, dishes, furniture, or service), and (b) the positive or negative words that represent the sentiment of the reviewer (e.g., great, amazing, dirty, and wonderful). The results of the qualitative analysis are as follows.

**Syntactic features.** The overall tone of the low reviews is rather argumentative. The reviewers tend to be forceful in presenting their point of view. They lay out a great amount of reasoning and provide specific examples to drive home their argument. This is reflected in the greater percentage of negative connector words (34%), such as but, however, as if, and even though. It is interesting to note that reviewers in this category speak directly to the other consumers, notably through greater use of words such as you (46%), and look to influence their decision making.

In the high reviews, by contrast, the overall tone tends to be enunciative, and the reviewers use the text to merely reinforce their numerical ratings, using fewer words on average than the negative reviewers. In these reviews, the consumers focus on their personal experiences and appeal to the audience through emotions rather than logic and reasoning, as evident from greater use of positive adjectives

---

such as *great*, *fantastic*, and *awesome* (45%) and personal pronouns such as *we* and *I* (54%).

**Semantic features.** Exhibits 7 and 8 show the main issues or aspects that are prominently discussed in the low reviews. The order of these issues is based on the statistically significant frequency of their occurrence in the 1,200 reviews.

We further investigated the use of various sentiment words. Interestingly, the prominent issues discussed in the positive reviews sometimes do not even figure in the rating scales provided to the reviewers. Overall, the results of the semantic analysis can be summarized as follows:

The property and its features are more commonly connected with extremely positive sentiment words such as *great*, *wonderful*, and *amazing* in the high reviews than in the low reviews. In comparison, the properties and their features in the low reviews are more likely to be characterized with moderately positive words such as *nice* and *okay*.

Negative reviews reflect the extent of expectation–disconfirmation that the consumers face during their stay in the rental property. These reviews have a greater proportion of words expressing disappointment (e.g., not as expected). Further, extremely negative sentiment words (e.g., discomfort, filthy) and adjectives are more likely to be associated with features in low reviews than in high reviews.

Almost 40 percent of the consumers who wrote high reviews express their willingness to return to the property as opposed to only 9 percent of those writing negative reviews. Further, more than 20 percent of the consumers giving high reviews express their strong desire to recommend the property to their friends and family members as opposed to only 5 percent in low reviews.

**Review of Findings**

Our exploratory study of consumer reviews of U.S. vacation homes on Reviewsite.com was highlighted by overwhelmingly positive reviews.

The overall distribution of the reviews was heavily skewed towards the positive ratings. More critically, this finding suggests that there is a lack of moderate and balanced opinions. We theorize that this is either due to purchasing bias (since customers went through the trouble of purchasing and experiencing the facilities, they tend to be positively biased towards their purchase) or under-reporting bias (customers do not have strong enough incentives to take the trouble of reporting their opinions and the few motivated individuals who provide their reviews become a self-selected sample).

The overall (mean) star rating typically used in traveler review sites is probably not the most accurate indicator of customers’ perceptions of service providers’ quality. We
found a correlation between the star rating and ratings on other property attributes of less than 40 percent in most cases.

A high word count in the reviews is correlated with a low overall rating. That is, consumers who are extremely dissatisfied tend to expend more time and energy on their critique of the property, its amenities, and services. Price of the property also seems to positively correlate with extreme negative reviews, perhaps because a high price heightens travelers' expectations.

Numerical ratings do not often capture the actual sentiment and the variety of dimensions on which travelers evaluate properties. Because numerical ratings do not capture reviewers' opinions about specific attributes, they can be deceiving and may not reveal the true quality of the property or the actual intention of the reviewer. We found, for instance, that consumers value location (e.g., closeness to the beach) and cleanliness (e.g., swimming pool area) more than such features as check-in and service. Similarly, in the negative reviews, issues such as lack of bedroom paraphernalia or kitchen items seem to be ranked higher in importance than issues such as location and check-in. Therefore, even when a property scores high on the certain dimensions, the overall rating may remain low because other factors overshadow the favorable aspects.

**What It Means for Managers**

We see implications for online review sites and, by extension, for proprietors of vacation homes and service operations generally. With regard to the review sites, if consumers consistently detect a favorable bias, the review sites may lose the critical aspects of credibility and trust. Although consumers are generally smart and rational and can work around obvious biases, recent evidence suggests that consumers are gradually defecting from some online sites due to unbalanced reviews. In this regard, site administrators as well as property managers should take steps to attract those consumers who are willing to provide a reasonably balanced analysis of the amenities and services. By this, we mean reviews that present comprehensive and objective analysis of the service provider rather than just raves or rants.

To that end, site operators should take steps to understand customers' review writing behavior and to attract more balanced reviews. One way to do this is to give personalized information to the consumer demonstrating the contribution made by his or her review and the value of the review to stakeholders. For instance, Ling et al. found a positive correlation between willingness to write reviews and the consumers' perception that their contributions would be unique and helpful to other customers as well as perused by the service providers. Simply put, the propensity to write reviews increases when the consumers feel that their review is actually helping others (both the service provider and other consumers).

We suggest that review sites develop better methods to aggregate, synthesize, and publish specific review comments, as well as numerical ratings. First, managers should take into consideration the low correlation between the overall ratings and consumers' assessments of various property attributes (as well as the results from the text analysis). The implication of such a weak correlation is that review sites need to expand on the list of possible variables so that the ratings accurately reflect consumers' needs and expectations regarding service providers.

Further, site managers may have to rethink the current practice of averaging all the ratings for a given property, because such a mean rating fails to take into account the biases that are inherent in the rating systems. As an example, this study finds significant under-reporting bias in this online review site. A customer's decision to not post online reviews may mean the loss of important information that can assist the users of the sites to make more reliable inferences. The majority of today's feedback mechanisms do not publicly disclose the number of silent transactions (i.e., transactions for which no feedback was posted by customers). Such information should become a part of a service provider's online profile on rating sites and other feedback mechanisms. It is important to provide more information and heuristics to help the consumers navigate through the clutter and get the information they want and seek.

It is important to apply modern semantic analysis and sentiment classification techniques to study the content of the reviews and identify various dimensions on which consumers evaluate vacation homes. The details provided in the review text are in many ways a better reflection of customer satisfaction. Service providers can better position themselves using the dimensions uncovered through text analysis and target the needs and preferences of their customers.

The results in this study show that negative reviews are typically associated with a greater word count than positive reviews. It is useful to focus specifically on these negative reviews because they can reveal patterns of deficiencies in the service standards and delivery. These reviews should be treated the same as customer comment cards or letters. Further, customers who write such lengthy negative reviews

---


are most likely to spread negative word-of-mouth about the property. Lengthy reviews are excellent sources of information, and should be used as the bases to understand the complaining behavior of the consumer.

Word count may be used as an additional segmentation variable to identify those consumers who are more involved and willing to provide balanced feedback to both the review site as well as to property management. Various other research methods such as telephone interviews or focus groups should be used to elicit detailed feedback from such consumers. These actions also help in service recovery, post-purchase engagement and relationship building.

Outlook

We foresee three potential areas investigation that can add value to current best practices. We still don't know much about consumers’ motivation to write online reviews.20 Recent studies identify various antecedents of review writing but suffer from sampling bias, since they survey a self-selected sample of consumers who already provided reviews. As the results in this study indicate, under-reporting bias (lack of moderate and low reviews) remains prevalent in online review sites. Future research should identify socio-psychological factors that increase consumers’ propensity to write online reviews.

Future research should explore the impact of the presence (or lack) of extremely negative reviews within a large corpus of positive reviews. The evidence on the impact of review valence (negative or positive) is equivocal. Proponents of confirmatory bias suggest that consumers look for affirmative evidence supporting a product choice already made. If that is the case, positive reviews are more likely to have a greater effect on consumer actions. On the other hand, the notion of negativity bias suggests that when consumers are neutral, negative reviews tend to become more salient than positive reviews.21 In the presence of large numbers of positive reviews, consumers specifically seek negative reviews that they feel will help them identify specific problems with a service. Understanding how consumers reconcile the information provided by both negative and positive reviews has implications for the design and management of review sites.

Finally, a review’s word count has important implications for consumers’ trust in the reviews. When consumers are willing to read and compare open-ended comments from other consumers, the amount of information in a review can matter. WOM for high involvement products is more persuasive and increases the decision maker’s confidence when the message sender provides greater number of reasons for their overall rating. Longer reviews provide more information and are likely to be perceived as more helpful and persuasive than shorter reviews. The ways in which a review is written, framed, and presented is an interesting factor which has rarely been investigated, and has important implications, particularly given our finding that the amount of information in a review (word count) varies significantly with the ratings of the review.
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